MIT gets giant-screen TV
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and 2 p.m. The rendezvous with the orbiting command module will come between 3:15 and 3:30 p.m.

The flight plan calls for one TV show from space on the trip - 30 minutes - from the capsule starting at 7:55 p.m. Sunday, February 7. The networks plan to show it and the Student Center system will offer their image on the large screen.

Splashdown, also available in the Student Center, will come between 3:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, February 9.

Engineer employment follows economy shift
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and development. Engineers have had to reorient themselves to intensified competition and rapidly getting new products on the market for their employers. Those who have been able to keep jobs have been "working engineers who can turn a quick profit for the company," he said. "They have also warned those considering consulting to become good salesmen." He explained that while a student was perfectly free to carry over his course work in January, professors were not.

Professor of Nuclear Engineering Kent Hansen, a member of the CEP's subcommittee for curriculum, noted that the continuation of course work into January was certain a legitimate faculty activity. He explained that many faculty and students in his department were taking advantage of the term to complete course projects, which, he noted, are frequently turned into thesis topics.

IAP, self-paced study cause 'I's to increase
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professors might have usurped the January period to complete their courses. Sears explained that while a student was perfectly free to carry over his course work in January, professors were not.
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Juniors or seniors, however.

To complete the master's degree, some students in the last few weeks of the term will show them as available.

The landing (sound only, no picture) will be broadcast between 4 a.m. and 4:30 a.m. Friday, February 5. The first lunar walk will be telecast from 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. The lunar lift-off will come between 1:30 p.m.
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Silicatus pointed out that the expanding fields are in civilian development, including the ecological sciences and the application of technological advances to consumer goods.
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